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Preliminaries
A t-(u, k, A) design is a pair 9 =(X, B), where X is a set of v points and B a set of k-subsets of X called blocks, such that any t points are contained in exactly 2 blocks, where 2 > 0. A design (X, B) is called trivial if B consists of all the k-subsets of X. AJlag in a design is an incident point-block pair. A subgroup G of the automorphism group of 9 is block-transitive if it acts transitively on B; 9 is block-transitive if Aut (9) is. Point-and jug-transitivity are defined similarly. For more information about tdesigns, see [7] .
Most of the studies of block-transitive designs hitherto have concerned the case t =2, A = 1. By contrast, we consider designs with fixed values of v, k and t but with no restriction on 2. The basis of our method is the following elementary result. Proposition 1.1. Let Proof. It is clear that H acts block-transitively (or flag-transitively) on (X, B*), and that u and k are unaltered.
=(X, B) be a t-(v, k, 2) design, admitting a block-transitive group G. Let H be a permutation group with G d H < Sym(X), and B* = BH the set of images of blocks in B under H. Then (X, B*) is a t-(v,
All that is at issue is that we really have a t-design.
However, if we list all the sets bh, where b runs through B and k through a set of coset representatives for G in H, we obtain a t-design, possibly with repeated blocks (the union of 1 H :GI copies of B), and, by block-transitivity, each block is repeated the same number of times. 0
Corollary 1.2. Suppose that there exists a nontrivial block-transitive t-(v, k, 2) design.
Assume ] ). We will use this and related results many times.
The point of the corollary, of course, is that it enables us to apply the O'Nan-Scott theorem, which, in its original form (see [12] ), gives a classification of the maximal subgroups of S, or A, into six types. They are all on the following list (although not all of these are maximal, and it may be necessary to take the intersection with A,): (9 S, x S,-, in its intransitive action; (ii) S, 2 Sd in its imprimitive action, v = cd; (iii) S, 2 Sd in its product action, u = cd; (iv) affine groups AGL(m, p), u = pm, p prime;
By Block's Lemma (see [7] , Section 1.6), a block-transitive 2-design is pointtransitive; so we can ignore type (i). In this paper, we are mainly concerned with describing the designs with automorphism groups of type (ii). Further motivation comes from the fact that, for almost all v, the only primitive groups of degree v are the symmetric and alternating groups (see [2] The proof is straightforward.
We conclude this section with an example to show that our methods are not confined to imprimitive groups. We intend to return to this topic in a subsequent paper. Example 1.4. Let G be the symmetric group of degree n, in its action on 2-subsets, with u = fn(n -1). Then G has two orbits on 2-subsets, whose sizes are in the ratio 1 to $(n -3). A k-set can be regarded as the edge set of a graph (on the vertex set { 1, . . . , n}) with k edges. We obtain a block-transitive 2-design if and only if the ratio of the number of pairs of edges with a vertex in common to the total number *k(k-1) of pairs of edges in l/i(n + 1). The design is flag-transitive if and only if the graph is edgetransitive.
For a simple example, take the Petersen graph, with k = 1.5 edges and 30 intersecting pairs of edges. We require $(n + l)= 105/30 or n= 13, giving a flag-transitive 2-(78, 15, 2) design, for some (quite large) 3,.
Block-transitive, point-imprimitive designs
To begin, we observe some natural limitations on designs with the properties of the title.
Proposition 2.1. (i) A block-transitive automorphism group of a nontrivial 4-design is 2-homogeneous on points.
(ii) A jag-transitive automorphism group of a nontrivial 3-design is 2-transitive on points.
Proof. (i) The theorem of Ray-Chaudhuri
and Wilson [lo] shows that the incidence matrix of 2-sets against blocks has full rank. Now the argument of Block's lemma gives the result.
(ii) The derived design is a block-transitive, and hence point-transitive, 2-design. 0
So, in the point-imprimitive case, we need to consider block-transitive 2-and 3-designs, and flag-transitive 2-designs, only. Suppose that we have such a design, whose automorphism group preserves a partition of the points into d classes of size c.
By Corollary 1.2, we may assume that its automorphism group is S, { Sd. Any block is partitioned by its intersections with the congruence classes: let x1, x2, . . . , be the sizes of these intersections.
This partition has at most d parts, each of size at most c. Then the design is completely determined: the blocks are all k-sets partitioned into parts of sizes xi, x2, . . . . by the congruence classes. Denote this structure by 9(c, d; x), where x=(x1, x2, . ..) ).
Note that bl=k.
Proposition 2.2. Let 9 =9(c, d; x), with cd = v and bI = k. (i) 9 is always a l-design. (ii) 9 is a 2-design if and only if b =k(k-l)(c-1)
2 (v-l) (iii) 9
is a 3-design if and only if it is a 2-design and
(iv) 9 is never a nontrivial 4-design.
Proof. (i) is immediate
from the transitivity of G=S,< Sd, and (iv) from Proposition 2.1. Now G has two orbits on pairs, and (provided that c 3 3 and d 3 3) three orbits on triples; so the conditions of Proposition 1.4 for a 2-design and a 3-design involve one and two equalities, respectively. It is readily checked that these reduce to the ones given. If either of c or d is 2, then one of the orbits on triples is empty, but the result is still valid. 0
Block-transitive 3-designs
For that values of c, d, k can there exist a 3-design on v=cd points with automorphism group transitive on blocks and imprimitive on points, with d congruence classes of size c? Our analysis shows that this is equivalent to the two equations of Proposition 2.2 holding, for some x with xxi = k.
From these two equations, we derive and If c=2, then no part of the partition x exceeds 2. The converse is also true; for, if c>2, then (since we have a 3-design) some block contains three points in the same congruence class. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) 
In a similar way, d =2 if and only if the partition x has just two parts.
Proposition 3.3. Let x be the partition (t(k+u), i(k-u)).
Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is Proposition 2.2(ii) again. Then substitution shows that the equation of Proposition 2.2(iii) is satisfied. 0
Note that necessarily u2 <k and u has the same parity as k; hence: Note that it often happens that two (or more) partitions of the same value of k occur having c and d interchanged.
We do not understand this phenomenon, but we found a way to exploit it to construct block-transitive 3-designs with smaller automorphism groups (and much smaller values of A). In place of the wreath product, we use the direct product S, x Sd acting on the product of sets of sizes c and d. The points can be regarded as the cells of a rectangular array or as the edges of the complete bipartite graph K,,d. A subset of size k can be regarded as a bipartite graph on c+d vertices with k edges. If r is such a graph, let 9(c, d; r) be the design whose blocks are the images under S, x Sd of r. 
where v = cd.
The proof is just an application of Proposition 1.3. Note that the existence of a graph r for which the design is a 2-design really depends only on the partitions x and y, via the Gale-Ryser theorem on the existence of bipartite graphs with specified vertex degrees ( [S, 1 I] ), but for 3-designs, a new condition must be imposed.
In the case [c, d) = (7, 1 l), using the partitions given above, we require a bipartite graph with prescribed vertex degrees and having 72 paths of length 3. The first such graph was found by Sheila Cameron, and is shown in Fig. 1 ; there are others. In these cases, designs with still smaller i, can be obtained by replacing S, x Sll by a smaller subgroup, for example A, x Ml 1. From this, we find
Flag-transitive 2-designs
The coefficient of c on the left-hand side is at least l/(p-1); so cdp(q-1). Now
The right-hand side is a decreasing function of p; so u-1 <(k-3)(kl), giving the result. 0
Equality holds if and only if p = 2, c = d = 2(q -1).
There is a remarkable complementary result of Davies [3] .
Theorem 4.2. In a jag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-(v, k, 2) design, v is bounded by a function of 2.

Block-transitive 2-designs
The first result on this subject, which suggested to us the possibility of our approach, was the following theorem of Delandtsheer and Doyen [4] .
Theorem 5.1. A block-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-design satisfies v<(+k(k-1)-l)'.
We will give a proof, because we will be investigating the case of equality, and also because we have all the machinery in place already.
Multiplying these equations, and dividing by u-1, gives
Equality holds if and only if y = z = 1, that is, c =d = K -1. The bound is attained by 9(K -1, K -1; x), with x=(lk-', 2). By Proposition 3.5, it is also attained by 9(K -1, K -1; r), where I-is a bipartite graph with k edges and all vertices of degree 1 except for one of degree 2 in each bipartite block. There are just two such graphs; one consists of a path of length 3 and k-3 isolated edges, the other two parts of length 2 and k-4 isolated edges. (Note that the full automorphism group of both these designs is the primitive group SK 2 S2, with the product action.)
We will show that, for most values of k, the three designs just described are the only 2-designs which admit block-transitive, point-imprimitive groups and attain the bound of Delandtsheer and Doyen. Our result is more general, describing the possible automorphism groups of such designs for all but a few small values of k in terms of the simple 2-transitive groups of degree K -1. Set m = K -1. The three designs of the corollary are those described after Theorem 5.1.
Remark.
The following are equivalent, for k> 5 and kf8:
(i) the only 2-transitive groups of degree m =3 k(k -1) -1 are S, and A,,,;
is not of the form (qd -l)/(q -l), for q a prime power and d 3 2.
For it follows from the list of 2-transitive groups (see [l] ) that the degree m of a 2-transitive group other than S, or A, is a prime power, or (qd -l)/(q -1) (q a prime power), or 22d-' f2d-1or22176or276. On the other hand, we conjecture that the diophantine equation
has no solutions at all with d 23 (without even restricting q to be a prime power).
Certainly there are none with d = 3 or with q = 2 or with k < 65 536. Hering [6] has
shown that there are only finitely many solutions for any given value of q. These remarks justify our claim that Corollary 5.3 applies for most values of k. Moreover, even when the corollary does not apply, Theorem 5.2 provides a strong restriction on Aut(B), and the blocks of 9 form a single orbit under this group, so it is possible in particular cases to determine all such designs. shows that any congruence on points has m classes of size m, and that any block meets one class in 2 points and k -2 further classes in just one point. Let Y be a congruence class, and H the permutation group induced on it by its setwise stabiliser. Then H is transitive on the blocks meeting Yin 2 points, and so is 2-homogeneous (and hence 2-transitive) on Y. Let T be its simple 2-transitive normal subgroup. Next we show that, dually, G acts 2-homogeneously (and hence 2-transitively) on the set of congruence classes. Let e be the length of an orbit of G on unordered pairs of congruence classes. Then G has a fixed set S on unordered pairs of points of size em*. If b is the number of blocks, then /1=2b/m*(ml), and so the number of incidences between pairs in S and blocks is 2be/(m-1). By block-transitivity, this number is a multiple of b; so m-1 divides 2e. But e is the length of an orbit on pairs of a transitive group of degree m; so m divides 2e. We conclude that m(m -1) divides 2e, and that G is 2-homogeneous on the set of congruence classes, as claimed. Consider first the case that G acts faithfully on the set of congruence classes. Then G is a 2-transitive group of degree m, in which the stabiliser of a point has a section isomorphic to the simple group T, which itself acts 2-transitively on the m points of Y. Inspection of the 2-transitive groups shows this to be impossible. (Only for m = 6, 8, 12 does this occur, and none of these is of the form &k(k-l)-1.)
So the kernel N of the action of G on the congruence classes is nontrivial. Obviously NY 3 T, so the socle of N is a direct power of T. Call two classes 'equivalent' if the same direct factor of the socle acts nontrivially on them. This is a G-congruence; by the 2-transitivity of G, it is a trivial congruence, and so the socle of N is either T" or T. If the socle of N is T", we are finished. Now consider the case where the socle is T. Since T has at most two inequivalent permutation representations of degree m (a further consequence of the classification of 2-transitive groups), we can call two classes equivalent if T acts on them in the same way, obtaining at most two 'equivalence' classes, and hence (as above) just one class.
This set of m fixed points is a class of another congruence, 'orthogonal' to the original congruence, and the stabiliser of one of these new classes in 2-transitive on it. Each point lies on one class of each family, and G preserves a square grid. The result is proved. 0
